Possession and apostrophes

Use apostrophes to show possession.

1. My __________ (cousin) bicycle is larger than mine.
2. The __________ (doll) hair is blond.
3. The __________ (chair) cushion is loose.
4. The __________ (phone) ring tone is annoying.
5. That is my aunt __________ pen.
6. We have hidden the __________ (dog) bone.
7. I found this card under the __________ (table) placemat.
8. __________ (Someone) car is parked in our driveway.
9. My __________ (friend) parents are strict.
10. Your __________ (sister) lunch pail is cool.

For singular nouns, add ‘s to show possession:

* cat + ‘s = cat’s
* The cat’s toy.
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Answers

1. My [cousin’s] (cousin) bicycle is larger than mine.

2. The [doll’s] (doll) hair is blond.

3. The [chair’s] (chair) cushion is loose.

4. The [phone’s] (phone) ring tone is annoying.

5. That is my [aunt’s] (aunt) pen.

6. We have hidden the [dog’s] (dog) bone.

7. I found this card under the [table’s] (table) placemat.

8. [Someone’s] (Someone) car is parked in our driveway.

9. My [friend’s] (friend) parents are strict.

10. Your [sister’s] (sister) lunch pail is cool.